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INTRODUCTION
Valuation theory is an important tool for the study of ordered fields and
related subjects. Especially in real algebraic and semi-algebraic geometry
the meaning of valuations is apparent. In the seventies the first author
developed the theory of orderings of higher level which extends the
classical Artin]Schreier theory. Again it turned out that there is an
intimate relationship between orderings of higher level and valuations.
Namely, given an ordering P ; K of higher level of a field K, there is a
valuation ring V ; K which is fully compatible with P such that in
addition P induces a total order on the residue field of V. Now the
valuation fans are exactly those preorderings to which this statement
Ž .extends for the precise definitions and results see Section 1 .
This fact itself might justify some interest in these structures. But the
development of the theory of orderings of higher level showed that the
notion of a valuation fan is indeed a basic one. Moreover, recently it has
been shown that valuation fans play a role in semi-algebraic geometry as
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well. For example, the study of orderings of higher level within the
framework of semi-algebraic geometry leads to a characterization of the
Ž w x. w xsingularities of semi-algebraic morphisms see 8 and in 9 valuation fans
are the basic tool for the construction of a third structure sheaf on the real
spectrum of a ring besides the sheaves of Nash functions and semi-alge-
braic functions. This sheaf makes it possible to speak in a conceptual way
about the ``shape'' of a semi-algebraic set.
Within the class of ordered fields the real closed fields are of special
interest. In the case of valuation fans the situation is quite similar. Their
study naturally leads to the notion of a field which is ``real closed'' with
respect to a valuation fan. These fields are precisely the henselian valued
fields with real closed residue field, for short, HRC-fields. It is the purpose
of this paper to treat valuation fans and HRC-fields in a systematic way.
In Section 1 we collect several simple but basic results on valuation fans
and in Section 2 we briefly consider natural valuation fans of HRC-fields.
These results serve as preliminaries for Section 3 where we show that the
class of HRC-fields is elementary. For further model-theoretic properties
w xof this class of fields we refer the reader to the paper 16 of Delon and
Farre.Â
The content of Section 4 is related to the investigations of Brown et al.
w x Ž .on Rolle fields in 14 . An ordered field K, - is called a Rolle field if it
w xsatisfies Rolle's theorem for all polynomials over K. In 14 it is shown that
the Rolle fields are just the fields which admit a henselian valuation with
real closed residue field and odd-divisible value group. To prove this result
it is crucial that Rolle fields satisfy a certain stronger version of Hensel's
lemma. We will investigate all HRC-fields with respect to these properties.
Given a valuation fan T ; K there exist, in general, infinitely many
Ž .non-isomorphic ``real closures'' of K, T . In Section 5 we shall show that
the isomorphism types of these real closures are determined by certain
order-structures of K. These considerations lead us in the final section to
the investigation of general signatures which have been introduced by N.
w xSchwartz in 27 .
1. BASIC FACTS ON VALUATION FANS
In this short section we collect some results concerning valuation fans
and their associated valuations which are frequently used while dealing
with these structures. The results are essentially known, but as far as we
know they have not yet been proven in the literature.
Let K be a field. A subset T ; K is called a preordering if
 4T q T ; T , 0, 1 g T , y1 f T , and T* s T _ 0 is a subgroup of K*.
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Now let ¤ be a valuation of K with valuation ring A and maximal ideal¤
m . Then ¤ , A are called fully compatible with T if 1 q m ; T. Note¤ ¤ ¤
that in this situation T induces a preordering T on the residue field of ¤ .
Ž .We let V T denote the set of the proper valuation rings of K which are
fully compatible with T.
Given any preordering T ; K we consider the ring
 4A T s x g K N ’n g N: n " x g T .Ž .
This ring is a useful tool for the study of preorderings. Roughly speaking
Ž .one may say that A T links preorderings with valuations. For example, if
Ž .T is a torsion preordering, i.e., K*rT* is a torsion group, then A T is a
w xPrufer ring 9, Theorem 3.7 . We will need the following simple property ofÈ
Ž .A T .
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 1.1. Let T ; K be a preordering and let V g V T . Then A T
; V.
Ž .Proof. Let x g A T and assume by way of contradiction that x f V.
By definition there is n g N with n " x g T. Let y s xrn. Then 1 " y g T
Ž . y1and y f V. From V g V T we get 1 " y g T. But this gives the
y1 Ž .Ž y1 . y1 Ž y1 .Žcontradiction y y y s 1 q y 1 y y g T and y y y s 1 q y 1
.y y g T.
Ž .Let T ; K be a preordering and let V g V T . We have already
mentioned that T induces a preordering T on the residue field of V. If T
is a total order, then we say that V trivializes T. Now let
V T [ V g V T N V trivializes T . 4Ž . Ž .t
Ž .It is an important fact that we can express in terms of T whether V T ist
empty or not. Namely, according to B. Jacob, a preordering T is called a
¤aluation fan if for any x f "T we have
1 " x g T or 1 " xy1 g T .
w xBy 20, Theorem 1 we know that T ; K is a valuation fan if and only if
Ž .V T / B.t
w xRemark 1.2. In 20, Theorem 1 it is actually stated that an infinite
preprime P ; K is a valuation fan if and only if there exists a valuation
ring V ; K fully compatible with P such that P induces a total order on
the residue field of V. But this is true only for preorderings. For example,
let R be a non-archimedean real closed field, let V ; R be a proper
valuation ring, and let Q ; R be a total order which is compatible with V.
Then P s V l Q is an infinite preprime which satisfies the conditions of
w x20, Theorem 1 . But P is not a valuation fan, as P* is not a subgroup of
K*.
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PROPOSITION 1.3. Let T ; K be a ¤aluation fan and V ; K a ¤aluation
Ž . Ž .ring. Then V g V T if and only if A T ; V.
Ž . Ž .Proof. In view of 1.1 it remains to show that A T ; V implies
Ž . w xV g V T . But by 7, Lemma 1.8 , a preordering T is a valuation fan if
Ž .and only if A T is a valuation ring of K which trivializes T. In particular
Ž . Ž . Ž .A T g V T . Hence V g V T as well.
As an immediate consequence we get
Ž . Ž .COROLLARY 1.4. Let T ; K be a ¤aluation fan. Then V T and V Tt
Ž .are totally ordered by inclusion with A T as minimal element.
Obviously any total order is a valuation fan. There are several other
basic examples which are induced by total orders.
EXAMPLE 1.5. Let Q ; K be a total order of K. Then
 4T s A Q * l Q j 0Ž .Ž .
Ž . Ž .is a valuation fan. Note that A T s A Q . With respect to set theoretic
inclusion these valuation fans are minimal. In particular any valuation fan
Ž .P contains some T of the above kind as follows from 1.4
 4EXAMPLE 1.6. Let V ; K be a real valuation ring and let Q N i g I bei
a set of total orders of K all compatible with V and inducing the same
total order on the residue field of V. Then
T s QF i
igI
is again a valuation fan. Valuation fans of this kind are of special interest
in semi-algebraic geometry.
Ž . Ž .Let us now have a closer look at the subset V T ; V T . We alreadyt
Ž . Ž .know that A T is the minimal element of V T . In the next step we willt
Ž .describe the maximal element of V T . To this end we first prove twot
simple facts. Given a valuation ¤ of K we denote by A the valuation ring¤
of ¤ and by m the maximal ideal of A . Finally we say that ¤ trivializes¤ ¤
Ž .T if A g V T .¤ t
LEMMA 1.7. Let T ; K be a ¤aluation fan, ¤ a ¤aluation of K which
Ž . Ž .tri¤ializes T , and let x g K. Then ¤ x g ¤ T* if and only if x g T j yT.
Ž . Ž .Proof. We have to show only that ¤ x g ¤ T* implies x g T j yT.
Ž . Ž . y1 UChoose y g T such that ¤ x s ¤ y , then xy g A . Since T induces a¤
U Ž . y1total order on the residue field we find z g A l T j yT with xy g¤
Ž .z q m s z 1 q m . From 1 q m ; T we now get x g T j yT.¤ ¤ ¤
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Given a valuation fan T ; K we let w denote the canonical valuationT
Ž . Ž .associated with A T and D ; w K* the maximal convex subgroup ofT T
Ž .w T* .T
LEMMA 1.8. Let T ; K be a ¤aluation fan and let V ; K be a ¤aluation
Ž .ring. Then V g V T if and only if V corresponds to a con¤ex subgroup D oft
D .T
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. First assume V g V T . Then A T ; V, by 1.3 . Hence Vt
Ž . Ž .corresponds to a convex subgroup D of w K* . By 1.7 we knowT
V * ; T j yT. Hence D ; D . Conversely, assume that V corresponds toT
Ž . Ž .a convex subgroup D ; D and let x g V *. Then w x g w T* andT T T
Ž .1.7 implies x g T j yT. Thus V * ; T j yT. Moreover, V is fully
Ž .compatible with T , as A T ; V. Hence V trivializes T.
Ž . Ž .By 1.4 we know that V T is totally ordered by inclusion. From the
last result we now get
Ž .COROLLARY 1.9. Let T ; K be a ¤aluation fan. Then V T is a con¤ext
Ž .subset of V T .
From the model-theoretic point of view it is an important fact that for a
valuation fan T ; K there is an elementarily definable valuation ring
Ž . Ž .J T g V T . Namely, given a preordering T ; K lett
 4J T s x g K N x f "T and 1 q x g T ,Ž .1
J T s x g K N x g "T and xJ T ; J T . 4Ž . Ž . Ž .2 1 1
w xIn the proof of 20, Theorem 1 , B. Jacob showed that T is a valuation fan
if and only if
J T s J T j J TŽ . Ž . Ž .1 2
Ž .is a valuation ring which trivializes T. Moreover, J T is already the ring
we are looking for:
Ž .PROPOSITION 1.10. Let T be a ¤aluation fan of K. Then J T is the
Ž .maximal element of V T .t
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. We have already mentioned that J T g V T . By 1.8 itt
Ž . Ž .remains to show that J T corresponds to D . Let x g K with w x g D .T T T
Ž . Ž .Then x g T j yT , by 1.7 . Now let y g J T . Then y f "T. Since1
Ž . Ž . Ž .J T is a valuation ring, we have yy g J T . Now the definition of J T
Ž . Ž .shows yy g J T , i.e., 1 " y g T. Hence w y G 0. From y f "T and1 T
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1.7 we get w y f w T* . In particular, w y f D . Thus w xy ) 0T T T T T
Ž . Ž .which shows xy g J T . Hence x g J T .1 2
We conclude this section with some simple properties of valuation fans.
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LEMMA 1.11. Let T ; T ; K be ¤aluation fans. Then1 2
A T s A T and A T * l T s A T * l T .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 1 2 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. Obviously A T ; A T and V T ; V T . From 1.4 we1 2 1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .conclude A T s A T . Moreover, by 1.7 we have A T * ; T j yT1 2 i i i
which proves the remaining claim.
Ž .LEMMA 1.12. Let T be a family of ¤aluation fans T ; K such thati ig I i
for all i, j g I there exists k g I with T ; T l T . Thenk i j
T s TF i
igI
Ž . Ž .is a ¤aluation fan and for all i g I we ha¤e A T s A T .i
Proof. By definition, T is a preordering. Let i, j g I and choose k g I
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .with T ; T l T . Let A s A T . By 1.11 we know A T s A s A Tk i j k i j
Ž .and A* l T s A* l T . Consequently, A T s A and A* ; T j yT. Ini j
Ž . Ž .particular, A T is a valuation ring. Let m be the maximal ideal of A T .A
Ž .From 1 q m ; T for all i g I we see that A T is fully compatible withA i
Ž . Ž .T. Now A T * ; T j yT shows that A T trivializes T.
2. VALUATIONS IN RESIDUALLY REAL CLOSED
HENSELIAN FIELDS
Let us call a field R a HRC-field if R admits a henselian valuation ¤
with real closed residue field. These fields are closely related to the study
of valuations fans. This will be discussed in the last section. At this point
we will only indicate the nature of this relationship.
A signature of a field K is a homomorphism
f : K* “ G
of the multiplicative group of K into some abelian group G such that
Ž .ker f is a valuation fan. Moreover, K is called real closed with respect to
f if f does not extend to a signature of a proper algebraic extension of K.
w xIn 27, Theorem 8 N. Schwartz showed that a field K is real closed with
respect to a signature if and only if K is a HRC-field. Now let us fix a
valuation fan T ; K. There is a natural signature f associated with T.T
Namely, let
f : K* “ K*rT*T
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be the canonical projection. Let R > K be an algebraic extension. We call
Ž .R a real closure of K, T if R is real closed with respect to some
Ž .extension of f . Such a real closure of K, T always exists, but in generalT
it is not unique up to isomorphism. However, this short discussion shows
that there is a natural relationship between valuation fans and HRC-fields.
Before studying this relationship in detail in Section 5, we now will have a
closer look at HRC-fields.
Let us first show that a HRC-field admits certain natural valuation fans.
Given any field K we set
K s K 2 n .F‘
ngN
Ž .PROPOSITION 2.1. Let R, ¤ be henselian with real closed residue field
and let n g N. Then R2 n and R are ¤aluation fans which are tri¤ialized by ¤ .‘
Proof. Since ¤ is henselian with real closed residue field, we have
1 q m ; R2 n and R2 n s ÝR2 n. Hence R2 n is a preordering which is fully¤
compatible with ¤ . Now let us fix a maximal subfield F ; A . Then F is¤
isomorphic to the residue field R , as ¤ is henselian. In particular F is real¤
closed. Hence F 2 s F 2 n ; R2 n which shows that R2 n induces a total order
2 n Ž .on R ( F, i.e., ¤ trivializes R . Since this holds for all n g N, 1.12¤
shows that the same is true for R .‘
Ž .Given a field K we let H K denote the real holomorphy ring of K, i.e.,
Ž .H K is the intersection of the real valuation rings of K. An arithmetical
Ž .description of H K is provided by
H K s A K 2 .Ž . Ž .Ý
In the case of a HRC-field we have the following relationship.
COROLLARY 2.2. Let R be a HRC-field and let n g N. Then
H R s A R2 s A R2 n s A R .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .‘
Ž . Ž 2 n. Ž 2 . Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. Obviously A R ; A R ; A R s H R . By 2.1 and 1.4‘
Ž . Ž . Ž .we know that A R is a valuation ring. Hence H R s A R .‘ ‘
COROLLARY 2.3. Let R be a HRC-field. Then the set of real ¤aluation
Ž .rings of R is totally ordered by inclusion with H R as minimal element and
any real ¤aluation ring of R is henselian.
Ž . Ž .Proof. Let V be a real valuation ring of R. Then A R s H R ; V.‘
Ž . Ž . Ž .Hence V g V R , by 1.3 . Now the first claim follows from 1.4 . Let ¤‘
be a henselian valuation of R with real closed residue field. We have just
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seen that either V ; A or A ; V. In the second case it is clear that V is¤ ¤
henselian. So assume V ; A . Then V induces a real valuation ring¤
V ; R on the residue field of ¤ . Since R is real closed, V is henselian.¤ ¤
Hence V is henselian as well.
Ž . Ž .Now let V R denote the set of all real henselian valuation rings witht
real closed residue field.
Ž .COROLLARY 2.4. Let R be a HRC-field. Then J R is the largest ¤alua-‘
Ž .tion ring in V R .t
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. By 1.10 it is sufficient to show V R s V R . Given V gt t ‘
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .V R , we know by 2.1 that V g V R . So let V g V R and let w bet t ‘ t ‘
Ž . Ž . Ž .the canonical valuation associated with H R s A R . By 1.8 , V corre-‘
Ž U .sponds to a convex subgroup D of w R . In particular, D is divisible.‘
Hence the residue field of V is real closed, as w is henselian with real
closed residue field.
For any real field K and any R-place l we set
 4S K s p g P N G / pG ,Ž .l l l
where G denotes the value group of the canonical valuation associatedl
with l. If R is a HRC-field, we set
S R [ S R ,Ž . Ž .l
Ž .where l denotes the unique R-place of R. Note that p f S R is equiva-
lent to
R2 s R2 p s R2 p2 s ??? s R2 p n s ??? .
DEFINITION 2.5. Let S be any set of primes. Then R is called a
Ž .HRC-field of type S if R is a HRC-field and S R ; S. R is said to be of
Ž .exact type S if S R s S.
Ž .EXAMPLES 2.6. 1 If S s B, we get the real closed fields.
Ž .  4 w x2 If S s 2 , we obtain the Rolle fields in the sense of 14, 18
Ž .3 Given any set S of primes, there exists a HRC-field R of exact
type S. Let
r
apG s N r g Z, s s p .Ł½ 5s pfS
ŽŽ .. Ž .Then the field R s R G is a HRC-field with S R s S.
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We conclude this section by a result which will be needed subsequently.
Given a subset S ; P, we let ŁS ; N denote the multiplicative semi-group
with 1 generated by S.
LEMMA 2.7. Let R be a HRC-field of type S and let L > R be a finite
extension.
Ž . w x1 If L is real, then L : R g ŁS.
Ž . w x2 If L is non-real, then 1r2 L : R g ŁS.
Proof. The statement is trivial for real closed fields. Suppose that R is
Ž . Ž .not real closed and let w be a valuation of R with A s H R . By 2.3 wew
know that w is henselian with real closed residue field. Let w be the
Ž . w xunique extension of w to L. Since char R s 0, we have L : R s e ?w N w
f . R is a HRC-field of type S. Hence e g ŁS. If L is real, thenw N w w N w
f s 1. If L is not real, then the residue field L is algebraically closed.w N w w
w xHence f s 2. This proves the claim. Moreover, if 2 g S, then L : R gw N w
ŁS for any finite extension L of R.
Remark 2.8. This lemma can also be deduced from the structure of the
Ž w x.Galois group of R. A HRC-field R has the following properties see 1 :
Ž .1 R is hereditarily pythagorean.
Ž . Ž .2 If C R denotes the algebraic closure of R, then
Ã apG C R N R i s Z ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ł p
pgP
where
w 2 2 p xa s dim R* : R* .p F p
3. AN ELEMENTARY AXIOMATIZATION OF
HRC-FIELDS
The next theorem gives another characterization of HRC-fields. It will
lead to a first order axiomatization of this class of fields.
THEOREM 3.1. Let R be a field, then the following statements are equi¤a-
lent:
Ž .1 R is a HRC-field.
Ž . 2 n2 R is a hereditarily pythagorean field and for all n g N, R is a
¤aluation fan.
Ž .3 R is a hereditarily pythagorean field and R is a ¤aluation fan.‘
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. For the implication 1 « 2 see 2.1 and 2.8 and from 1.12
Ž . Ž .we get 2 « 3 .
Ž . Ž .3 « 1 . Let ¤ be the valuation which corresponds to the Jacob ring
Ž .J s J R . Then the pushdown of R with respect to ¤ is a total order.‘ ‘
Hence the residue field R is euclidean and R2 s R2 n for all n g N. Next¤ ¤ ¤
we will show that R is real closed. First note that R is hereditarily¤ ¤
pythagorean. Now let L be a finite real extension of R . Since R is¤ ¤
w xhereditarily pythagorean it follows from 1, Theorem 13, p. 114 that
2 t 2 t
2 2' 'L s R a , . . . , a¤ 1 kž /
for some t g N and a , . . . , a g R . Now R2 s lR2 n implies that L s R .1 k ¤ ¤ ¤ ¤
Hence R is real closed.¤
It remains to show that ¤ is henselian. If ¤ is trivial we are done.
Ž .Therefore assume that ¤ is not trivial. We will prove that R, ¤ does not
Ž .admit any proper immediate finite algebraic extension. Let L, w be a
Ž .finite extension of R, ¤ . If L is not formally real, then the residue field
L is algebraically closed. Hence f s 2. Now assume that L is real andw w N¤
Ž . Ž .that L, w is an immediate extension of R, ¤ . Since R is hereditarily
n'Ž .pythagorean, we may assume w.l.o.g. L s R a for some n g N and
Ž . Ž . Ž .a g R. Since L, w is an immediate extension of R, w we have ¤ a g
Ž . Ž . Ž . 2 y2 nn¤ R* . Pick y g R with ¤ a s n¤ y . Then a y g J*. Let
2 n 2 y2 n w xf s X y a y g J X .
w xThen f g R X has a simple root a g R . It follows from the proof of¤ ¤
w x20, Theorem 2 that there exists an overring J of J which satisfies1
n w x 2 2 nHensel's lemma for all polynomials X y a g J X . Since a y is a unit1
Ž . 2 2 n 2 nof J as well, there exist b g R such that f b s 0. Hence a s b y1
which implies L s R.
COROLLARY 3.2. The class of HRC-fields is an elementary class.
w xProof. In 20 it is shown that the class of hereditarily pythagorean
Ž .fields is elementary. Hence the claim follows from 3.1 .
Remark 3.3. An alternative first order characterization of hereditarily
pythagorean fields can be obtained as follows: let K be a real field and
Ž . w xK X a rational function field in one variable. By 1, Theorem 4, p. 94 , K
is hereditarily pythagorean if and only if
2 2 2K X s K X q K X .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý
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But this is equivalent to
2 2 2w xK X ; K X q K X .Ž . Ž .Ý
By Cassel's theorem the latter condition is equivalent to
2 2 2w x w x w xK X s K X q K X . )Ž .Ý
w x 2 2 2Now let f , g, h g K X such that f s g q h . Then the degrees of g
Ž .and h are less or equal to the degree of f , as K is formally real. Hence )
is expressible by an infinite sequence of first order sentences in the
language of fields.
COROLLARY 3.4. Let S be any set of primes. Then the class of HRC-fields
of type S is elementary.
Ž .Proof. The claim follows from 3.2 , since a field K is a HRC-field of
type S if and only if K is a HRC-field with K 2 s K 2 p for all p g P _ S.
w xRecall from 18 that HRC-fields of type 2}which means Rolle
fields}are characterized by the following first order axioms:
¡ 1 R is real.Ž .
2 R admits no extension of odd degree.Ž .~S sRolle 4 4 43 R q K s K .Ž .¢ 24 R is a fan.Ž .
In the case of HRC-fields of type S one obtains a similar characterization.
Let
¡ 1 R is real.Ž .
2 Every algebraic extension of R is a radical extension.Ž .~S sS 3 R has no real extension of degree p g P _ S.Ž .¢ 2 p4 For all p g S, R is a fan.Ž .
Ž .If 2 g S we may replace 3 by
Ž .39 R has no extension of degree p g P _ S.
COROLLARY 3.5. Let R be a field. Then the following statements are
equi¤alent:
Ž .i R is a HRC-field of type S.
Ž .ii R satisfies S .S
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . wProof. The implication i « ii follows from 2.7 , 3.1 , and 1, Theo-
x Ž . wrem 13, p. 114 . Let us consider the converse direction. By 1 and 1, loc.
xcit. , R is hereditarily pythagorean. Now we have to distinguish two cases.
Ž . 2 2 pWe first treat the case S s B. It follows from 3 that R s R for all
w xprimes p. Let C > R be the algebraic closure of R. By 1, p. 118 , we have
Ã apG C N R i s Z ,Ž .Ž . Ł p
pgP
where
w 2 2 p xa s dim R* : R* .p F p
Ž Ž ..Hence a s 0 for all p g P and consequently G C N R i is the trivialp
Ž .group. But this implies that R is real closed. Next assume S / B. By 3.1
it remains to show that R2 n is a valuation fan for all n g N. Since S / B,
w x 23, Theorem 3.14 shows that R is a fan. Let q be a prime with q f S.
Ž . 2 2 q Ž . 2 pThen 2 implies R s R . Hence 4 shows that for any prime p, R is a
w x 2 nfan. Now it follows from 3, Theorem 3.14 that for any n g N, R is a
w x 2 nfan. Finally apply 21, Lemma 6 in order to see that R is already a
valuation fan.
One might wonder whether the class of HRC-fields of type S can be
characterized by the following set of axioms:
¡ 1 R is real.Ž .S
2 Every extension of R of degree p g S is a radical extension.Ž .S~ÄS sS 3 R has no real extension of degree p g P _ S.Ž .S
2 p¢ 4 For all p g S, R is a fan.Ž .S
But in the next step we will show that there is a field F which satisfies for
Äall S ; P the axioms of S but which is not an HRC-field. To this end weS
need the following fact.
LEMMA 3.6. Let n g N with n G 5. Then the alternating group A has an
subgroup of prime index if and only if n is a prime number.
Proof. If n is prime then A is a subgroup of index n, as the orderny1
of A is n!r2. Conversely, assume that n is not prime. Let U be an
w xsubgroup of A with A : U s r ) 1 such that r is prime. We denote byn n
A rU the set of left cosets of U in A . Thenn n
F : A “ S A rU : h ‹ gU ‹ hgUŽ . Ž .n n
is a group homomorphism. Since n G 5, A is a simple group. Hencen
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Ž .  4ker F s 1 . But this implies n!r2 F r!. On the other hand, r is prime
Ž .and divides n!, which implies r F n y 1. Thus n!r2 F n y 1 ! which is
impossible for n ) 2.
PROPOSITION 3.7. There exists a field F which satisfies for any subset
ÄS ; P the axioms of S but which is not a HRC-field.S
Proof. Let us fix a natural number n ) 5 which is not prime. Let
Ž .K ; C be a finite Galois extension of Q with G K N Q s A and letn
F ; R be an algebraic extension of Q which is maximal with respect to
K l F s Q. It is our goal to show that F is the field we are looking for. By
assumption, K, F ; C. Hence we can consider the field K ? F ; C and we
have the commutative diagram
K ? F
K
F
Q
ŽThen K ? F N F is a Galois extension and from F l K s Q we get G K ?
. Ž .F N F s G K N Q s A . Next we will prove the following property of F:n
Let p be a prime and let L > F be an extension of degree p. Then L is not
real.
)Ž .
Namely, assume by way of contradiction that L is real. Then we can
consider L as a subfield of R. Hence K l L / Q, by the maximality of F
which implies L l K ? F / F. Since p is prime, we get L ; K ? F. But by
Ž .3.6 , A admits no subgroup of index p, which gives the desired contra-n
diction.
Ž .Now let S ; P be any set of primes. By definition F is real and by )
Ž .we already know that F satisfies condition 3 . Moreover, since anyS
w x Ž .polynomial f g F X of odd degree has a real root, we see from ) that
F does not admit any extension L > F of odd degree p g S. Since an
extension L > F of degree 2 is always a radical extension, we get that F
Ž . Ž .satisfies 2 . It remains to prove 4 . Let P ; F be a total order and letS S' 'Ž . Ž . Ž .a g P. Then F a is a real extension. Hence F a s F, by ) . Thus F
is a euclidean field. Let p g S. Since F is algebraic over Q, we have
2 p 2 2 w x Ž . 2 p 2 pÝF s ÝF s F 2, Korollar 2.10 . Now ) tells us that ÝF s F s
F 2. Hence F 2 p is a fan.
It remains to prove that F is not a HRC-field. Since F is algebraic over
Q, F is a HRC-field if and only if F is real closed. But we have
Ž .G K ? F N F s A which shows that F is not real closed.n
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4. LIFTING ZEROS AND ROLLE'S THEOREM
In this section we will show that the henselian valuation rings of a
HRC-field R allow, in certain situations, to lift zeros from the residue field
R back to R even if these zeros are not simple. That this stronger version
of ``Hensel's lemma'' is also related to the validity of Rolle's theorem in R
w xwas already stated in the main theorem of Brown et al. 14, Theorem 2.1 .
Let V ; R be any henselian valuation ring with a real closed residue
field R, and keep V fixed in the sequel. Let
p : V “ R
Ž .be the canonical epimorphism and set p b \ b for every b g V. Clearly
w x w xp also induces in a natural way an epimorphism from V X onto R X
Ž .and we set p f \ f accordingly. If b g R is a zero of f such that
m
f X s X y b ? H XŽ . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .with H b / 0 then m s m b is the multiplicity of b.
ŽFrom the defining property of a henselian valuation ring it is known see
w x. w x25, Theorem 4.3, p. 186 that if f g V X is given with f / 0 and b is a
Ž Ž . .simple i.e., m b s 1 root of f in R, then there exists b g V such that
Ž .b s b and f b s 0, i.e., b can be lifted to a zero of f. Note that f needs
not be monic.
More generally, we say that, relative to V, zeros of multiplicity m can be
w xlifted, if for every polynomial f g V X with f / 0 and every zero b of f
Ž . Ž .in R where m b s m there exists b g V with b s b and f b s 0. We
set
 4L V [ m g N N zeros of multiplicity m can be lifted .Ž .
Ž . Ž .Note that 1 g L V and that if V s R then L V s N obviously. In the
Ž . Ž .next theorem we compute L V in terms of the exact type S R of the
² Ž .:HRC-field R. To this end we denote by 2, S R ; N the additive
Ž .semigroup generated by 2 and the prime numbers in S R .
Ž .THEOREM 4.1. If R is a HRC-field of exact type S R and if V is a
non-tri¤ial henselian ¤aluation ring with real closed residue field then
² :L V s N _ 2, S R ,Ž . Ž .
more precisely
Ž . Ž .  4 Ž .  4i L V s odd numbers if S R ; 2 ;
Ž . Ž .  4ii If S R is not contained in 2 then
 4L V s m g N N 1 F m F p y 2, m odd ,Ž .
Ž .where p is the smallest odd prime in S R .
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² Ž .:Proof. First we consider a number m g N _ 2, S R and assume a
mw x Ž . Ž . Ž .situation f g V X , f s X y b ? H X with b g R, H b / 0. Since
w x ŽV is henselian we find polynomials h, g g V X with f s g ? h, g s X y
m. Ž . Ž w x.b , deg g s m, and h s H see 25, p. 186 . Now decompose g into
Ž .R-irreducible polynomials g , . . . , g . From 2.7 we know that each of the1 r
Ž . ² Ž .:degrees deg g is in 2, S R unless it is equal to 1. Hence if none of thei
² Ž .:g 's were linear then m would belong to 2, S R , a contradiction.i
Therefore, some g has to be linear, i.e., g , hence f , has a zero b g Ri i
with b s b.
² Ž .:We next have to show that if V / R, no element m g 2, S R belongs
Ž .to L V . Denote by ¤ and G the valuation and the value group associated¤
Ž .with V. Let p , . . . , p be primes in S R and take a g R such that1 r i
Ž . Ž .0 - ¤ a and ¤ a f p G ; now choose b / 0 in the maximal ideal of V.i i i ¤
For any set l, l , . . . , l of natural numbers consider the polynomial1 r
l l l1 r2 2 p p1 r w xf s X q b ? X y a ? . . . ? X y a g V X .Ž . Ž . Ž .1 r
mClearly, f has no zero in R. However, f s X with
r
² :m s 2 l q p l g 2, S R ,Ž .Ý i i
is1
and the zero b s 0 of multiplicity m cannot be lifted.
Ž . Ž .Now statement i is obvious. To deduce ii one just observes that every
² Ž .:number m G p y 1 belongs to 2, S R where p is the smallest odd
Ž .prime in S R .
Ž .As an obvious corollary of the last result we obtain that L V is
independent of V as long as V varies over the real valuation rings of R.
We are going to study Rolle's theorem for HRC-fields. Quite generally
Ž .we say that an ordered field K, - satisfies Rolle's theorem for degree n
w xif for every polynomial f g K X of degree n and elements a, b g K
Ž . Ž .satisfying a - b, f a s f b s 0 there is c g K with a - c - b such that
Ž . Ž .f 9 c s 0. K, - is said to be a Rolle field if Rolle's theorem holds for all
degrees. The first statement of the next result was proved by Brown,
Craven, and Pelling.
THEOREM 4.2. Let R be a HRC-field, then:
Ž . Ž .  4i if S R ; 2 , R is a Rolle field for any of its orders;
Ž . Ž .  4ii if S R is not contained in 2 and p is the smallest odd prime
Ž .number in S R , R satisfies Rolle's theorem, for any of its orders, exactly for
the degrees 1, 2, . . . , p.
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Proof. Let P be any order of R and l s l be the unique place of RP
into the real numbers. The valuation ring V of l is henselian with real
closed residue field as shown in Section 2. This valuation ring will be used
in the sequel.
We first prove the following claim:
Ž .Let n g N be such that m g L V for every odd number m F n y 1. Then
Ž .R, P satisfies Rolle's theorem for degree n.
)Ž .
w xIn fact, consider f g R X of degree n with two zeros a, b with a - b and
Ž . Ž . w xf a s f b s 0. As in the proof of 14, Theorem 2.1 we may assume that
w xa s 0, b s 1, and f g V X , f / 0. Passing to the residue field R we find
that f 9 has a root b g R whith 0 - b - 1. By studying the Taylor
expansion of f in a local extremum we even find a root b g R of f 9 of odd
multiplicity m, 0 - b - 1. Clearly m F n y 1. Since R is algebraically
closed in R we deduce that b g R. By assumption f 9 has a root b g R
with b s b. From 0 - b - 1 we deduce 0 - b - 1. This already yieldsP P
Ž . Ž .the statement i by using 4.1 .
Ž .  4Next consider the case where S R is not contained in 2 and let p
Ž . Ž . Ž .denote the smallest odd prime in S R . From ii in 4.1 we derive that
Rolle's theorem holds for every degree n F p. It remains to prove that
Rolle's theorem does not hold for degrees n ) p.
Ž .To prove this we assume that R, P satisfies Rolle's theorem for degree
n and we will show that this implies that every odd number m F n y 1
Ž . Ž .Ž .belongs to L V , hence n ) p is impossible in view of 4.1 ii . Thus, let
w xf g V X be given such that f / 0 admits a zero b of odd multiplicity
mw x Ž . Ž .m F n y 1. We have in R X , f s X y b ? H, H b / 0. As above
mŽ .this leads to a decomposition f s g ? h with g monic, g s X y b , and
h s H. Choose any c g V with c s b. Since R is archimedean we can find
w xl g Z with l - b. Then consider the polynomial F g R X defined by
x ny1ymF X s g t ? t y l dt ,Ž . Ž . Ž .H
c
where the integration is carried out symbolically. F has degree n and
x m ny1ymF X s t y b ? t y l dt.Ž . Ž . Ž .H
b
In a suitable neighbourhood of b , F looks like the parabola
1 mq 1t y b .Ž .
m q 1
Ž .Choosing a sufficiently small rational number « we obtain that F X y
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Ž . Ž .F b y « has at least two distinct simple zeros a , d g R satisfying
l - a - b - d since m q 1 is even. Applying Hensel's lemma we see that
Ž . Ž .F X y F c q « has two zeros a and d satisfying a s a , d s d which
yields l - a - c - d. By the assumption that Rolle's theorem holds for
Ž Ž . Ž ..degree n we are led to the existence of a root b of F X y F c q « 9,
Ž . Ž .ny1ym Ž . Ž .hence of g X ? X y l , in a, d . Clearly g b has to be zero, and
Ž . Ž .we get f b s 0 with b s b. Hence m is in L V .
Brown, Craven, and Pelling have shown that an ordered field is a Rolle
Ž .  4field iff it is a HRC-field with S R ; 2 . One may wonder whether, quite
generally, HRC-fields can be characterized by requiring the validity of
Rolle's theorem for some degrees. But this fails as we are going to show.
Ž . Ž . Ž .For example, assume 3 g S R . Then statement ii of 4.2 says that R
satisfies Rolle's theorem exactly for the degrees less than or equal to 3. As
we will see there are many fields sharing this property which are not
HRC-fields. We first prove:
PROPOSITION 4.3. The followings statements hold:
Ž . Ž .i An ordered field K, - satisfies Rolle's theorem for the degrees
less than or equal to 3 iff K is pythagorean.
Ž .ii A pythagorean field satisfies Rolle's theorem for the degrees less
than or equal to 3 relati¤ely to any of its orders.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. Clearly i implies ii . To prove i first note that, trivially,
Rolle's theorem for degrees 1 and 2 is satisfied in any ordered field. In
considering polynomials of degree 3 meeting the hypothesis of Rolle's
theorem we may restrict ourselves to polynomials of the type
f s X X y 1 X y a ,Ž . Ž .a
a g K, and the zeros 0, 1 of f. Therefore we have to investigate the
X Ž .property that for every a g K, f has a root in 0, 1 . Sincea
f X s 3 X 2 y 2 a q 1 X q aŽ .a
we get that f X has a root in K iff for every a the element a2 y a q 1 is aa
square in K. Using the representation
21 3
2a y a q 1 s a y qž /2 4
one sees that K is pythagorean if and only if a2 y a q 1 g K 2 for all
a g K. Finally, if K is pythagorean one finds that for every ordering of K
Ž .one of the roots lies in 0, 1 .
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COROLLARY 4.4. The pythagorean closure of Q satisfies Rolle's theorem
exactly for the degrees 1, 2, 3 but it is not a HRC-field.
w xProof. For the pythagorean closures we refer to 24 . Let Q be thepyth
pythagorean closure of Q. Clearly Q is not a HRC-field. We have topyth
show that it does not satisfy Rolle's theorem for degrees n G 4. In view of
Ž Ž .Ž ..the following considerations see 4.5 ii it would be enough to show that
it does not meet this property for n s 4. However, we want to give a direct
proof. Consider the polynomial f s X n y X ny3 where n G 4. It has the
zeros 0 and 1. Therefore, Q would contain the zeropyth
3 n y 3
a s( n
of f 9 if it satisfies Rolle's theorem for degree n. However, one checks that
3 Ž .X y n y 3 rn is irreducible over Q. Hence, the 2-extension Q N Qpyth
cannot contain a .
We conclude this section by some remarks concerning ordered fields
satisfying Rolle's theorem for some degree n.
Ž .Remark 4.5. By adjusting the proof of Theorem 2.1 of Brown et al. in
w x Ž . Ž .14 , especially of the implication a « c , one can derive the following
facts:
Ž . Ž .i If the ordered field K, - satisfies Rolle's theorem for degree
n then, considering the natural place l : K “ R j ‘ and its valuation ring
V, every root of odd multiplicity of f / 0 in R, where f is any polynomial
w xin V X of degree less than or equal to n y 2, lies in the residue field of V
and can be lifted to K. This in turn implies
Ž . Ž .ii If K, - satisfies Rolle's theorem for degree n it also satisfies
this theorem for degree n y 1, hence for each of the degrees 1, 2, . . . , n.
Ž . Ž .iii If K, - satisfies Rolle's theorem for some n G 4 the natural
place l : K “ R j ‘ associated with ``- '' has a 2-henselian valuation ring
with an euclidean residue field.
Remark 4.6. Fields satisfying Rolle's theorem up to a certain degree
which are not HRC-fields exist in abundance. Take any hereditarily
euclidean number field K which is not real closed. K has a Galois group
apÃ² :G K N K s s A Z ,Ž . Ł p
p
wwhere the set of odd primes p with a / 0 can be prescribed arbitrarily 1,p
xp. 118 . If p is the smallest occurring p then the smallest degree of a0
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subextension of K in a fixed real closure R of K is just p . Therefore K0
Ž . Ž .satisfies at least Rolle's theorem for degree p . On the other hand 4.5 i0
shows that K does not satisfy this theorem for degree p q 2. An open0
question is whether such a field K satisfies Rolle's theorem for degree
p q 1.0
5. CHAINS OF VALUATION FANS AND HRC-FIELDS
Let R > K be a field extension. We call R an algebraic HRC-extension
if R is a HRC-field which is algebraic over K. Now let R and R be1 2
algebraic HRC-extensions of K. In general R and R are not K-isomor-1 2
phic. It is the purpose of this section to show which ``order-structures'' of
K determine the isomorphism type of an algebraic HRC-extension of K.
Given a HRC-field R we let l denote the unique place of R into theR
real numbers. Furthermore we denote by ¤ the canonical valuationR
associated with l and by G the value group of ¤ . For convenience weR R R
Ž w x.recall the following result due to R. Brown see 13, Theorem 3.2 .
THEOREM 5.1. Let R and R9 be algebraic HRC-extensions of K. Then the
following statements are equi¤alent:
Ž .1 R and R9 are K-isomorphic.
Ž . n n2 R l K s R9 l K for all n g N.
Ž . 2 2 Ž3 R l K s R9 l K and G s G as subgroups of the di¤isibleR R9
.hull of the ¤alue group of ¤ s ¤ .R N K R9N K
Ž .4 Some ordering of K extends to an ordering of R and to an ordering
of R9 and G s G .R R9
In this section we will need the following slightly modified characteriza-
tion of the K-isomorphism classes.
COROLLARY 5.2. Let R and R9 be algebraic HRC-extensions of K. Then
the following statements are equi¤alent:
Ž .1 R and R9 are K-isomorphic.
Ž . 2 n 2 n2 R l K s R9 l K for all n g N.
Ž . Ž .Proof. In view of 5.1 it remains to show that 2 implies
Rn l K s R9n l K
for all n g N. So let n g N be odd and let x g Rn l K. Then x 2 g R2 n l
K s R92 n l K. Hence x g R9n l K as n is odd, i.e., Rn l K ; R9n l K.
n nBy the same argument we get R l K > R9 l K.
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The last result shows the importance of the sets
T s R2 n l Kn
Ž .for the problem we are concerned with. By 3.1 we know that T is an
valuation fan. Obviously we have for n, m g N:
Ž . 2 nC1 K ; Tn
Ž .C2 T ; Tn?m n
Ž . Ž .mC3 T ; Tn n?m
Ž . U U U UC4 T rT ; T rT is the subgroup of elements of exponentn n?m 1 n?m
m.
Ž .We call a family T of valuation fans T ; K a chain of valuationn ng N n
Ž . Ž .fans if the conditions 1 ] 4 above are satisfied. By the very definition we
have
COROLLARY 5.3. Let R be an algebraic HRC-extension of K. Then the
family
R2 n l KŽ . ngN
is a chain of ¤aluation fans.
Ž 2 n .We call R l K the chain of valuation fans induced by R. Weng N
Ž .now can reformulate 5.2 as follows.
COROLLARY 5.4. Let R and R9 be algebraic HRC-extensions of K. Then R
and R9 are K-isomorphic if and only if they induce the same chain of
¤aluation fans.
Ž .Let T s T be a chain of valuation fans. An algebraic HRC-exten-n ng N
sion R > K is called a real closure of T if T is induced by R.
Ž .PROPOSITION 5.5. Gi¤en a chain T s T of ¤aluation fans of Kn ng N
Ž .there exists a real closure of K, T and R is unique up to K-isomorphism.
Ž .Proof. In view of 5.4 it remains to prove the existence of a real
Ž .closure of K, T . By definition we have T ; T for all n g N. Hencen 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .A T s A T . Let w be the canonical valuation associated with A T . By1 n 1
w Ž .x Ž . Ž .17, 28.2 there exists an unramified algebraic extension F, ¤ > K, w
such that ¤ is henselian and such that the residue field F is a real closure¤
Ž .of K , T . Let Q ; F be a total order compatible with ¤ and let R be aw 1 0
Ž .real closure of F, Q in the sense of Artin]Schreier. Given n g N let
2n
F s F T ; R .'n n 0ž /
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We denote by ¤ the unique extension of ¤ to F and by V its valuationn n n
ring. Let k be any divisor of n. We claim
F 2 k l K s T . )Ž .n k
Ž . Ž U .Let y g F . By the definition of F we have 2n¤ y g ¤ T . So choosen n n n n
t g T and « g V U with y2 n s « 2 ? t. Now assume y2 k g K and let n s kn n
? s. Then y2 n g K as well and consequently « 2 g K. By assumption « g V Un
2 Ž . 2 2 n Ž 2 k . swhich shows « g A T * l R ; T . Hence y s y g T . Now ap-n 0 n n
Ž . 2 k Ž .ply C4 in order to get y g T . Conversely, let x g T . By C3 we knowk k
x s g T . Hence x s g F 2 n which implies x g F 2 k.n n n
Ž .mSince T ; T we have F ; F for all n, m g N. Hence we cann n?m n n?m
define the field R ; R by0
R s F .D n
ngN
Ž .We claim that R is a real closure of K, T . Obviously, R is an algebraic
HRC-extension of K. Let n g N. By definition, T ; R2 n l K. It remainsn
to show T s R2 n l K. So let y g R with y2 n g K. By the construction ofn
Ž . 2 nR there exists some m g N with y g F ; F . Now ) tells us y gm n?m
2 nF l K s T .n?m n
COROLLARY 5.6. Gi¤en any real field K there is a natural bijection
between the chains of ¤aluation fans of K and the K-isomorphism classes of
algebraic HRC-extensions of K.
In the next step we will give a concrete description of those chains of
valuation fans of K which have found applications in semi-algebraic
geometry so far. We begin with the plainest case. Let ¤ be a real valuation
of K with valuation ring A and let Q ; K be a total order compatible¤
with ¤ . Then T s AU l Q is a valuation fan and we consider the sequence¤
T s K 2 n ? T .Ž . ngNQ , ¤
LEMMA 5.7. T is a chain of ¤aluation fans.Q, ¤
Ž . Ž .Proof. Obviously, T satisfies the conditions C1 ] C3 . So let n, m gQ, ¤
Ž 2 .m 2 nm UN and x g K, t g T with x t g K ? T. Since T ; A there is y g K¤
Ž 2 m. Ž 2 nm. U 2 2 nwith ¤ x s ¤ y . Hence we find « g A with x t s « y t. But then¤
U 2 2 n« g A l Q s T which shows x t g K ? T.¤
The real closure of T can be described in a simple manner. Namely,Q, ¤
Ž .let R > K be a real closure of the totally ordered field K, Q and let ¤0 0
Ž . Ž .be an extension of ¤ to R . Let L, ¤ ; R , ¤ be the henselization of0 L 0 0
Ž . Ž .K, ¤ in R , ¤ . Finally we denote by R the inertia field of the0 0 Q, ¤
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Ž . Ž .extension L, ¤ ; R , ¤ . The next result now follows from general0 0
valuation theory.
Ž .COROLLARY 5.8. R is a real closure of K, T .Q, ¤ Q, ¤
In particular, not all chains T of valuation fans of K are of the form
T s T . For the description of these chains we have to consider certainQ, ¤
relationships between the levels of the valuation fans T . Recall thatn
Ž .P ; K is called a valuation fan of level n}denoted by l P s n}if
K 2 n ; P but K 2 m o PÝ Ý
for all m - n. Now let R > K be an algebraic HRC-extension and let
Ž .T be the chain of valuation fans induced by R. We are going ton ng N
analyse some properties of the levels of the valuation fans T . Letn
s
k in s pŁ i
is1
be the prime factor decomposition of n. Given any infinite field L we have
s
k i2 n 2 piL s L ,Ý F Ý
is1
w xby 7, Lemma 2.1 . Hence
s
kT s T iFn pi
is1
which in turn implies
s
kl T s l T .Ž . Ž .iŁn pi
is1
So it remains to consider the levels of the valuation fans T k with p ap
Ž .kprime number. If the value group G is p-divisible we get l T s 1 for allR p
Ž .k g N. So assume G / pG . Then there exists k p g N such thatR R 0
¤ K* ; pkŽ p.GŽ .R R
but
¤ K* o pkŽ p.q1G .Ž .R R
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Hence
1 if k F k pŽ .
kl T sŽ .p kykŽ p.½ p if k ) k p .Ž .
This analysis leads to the following notion. A function f : N “ N is called
a level function if:
Ž .L1 Given mutually distinct primes p , . . . , p and k , . . . , k g N ,1 s 1 s 0
then
f pk1 ? . . . ? pk s s f pk1 ? . . . ? f pk s .Ž . Ž . Ž .1 s 1 s
Ž . Ž .L2 Given a prime p there exists k p g N j ‘ such that0
1 if k F k pŽ .
kf p sŽ . kykŽ p.½ p if k ) k p .Ž .
We are now going to describe a second type of chains of valuation fans.
Given a total order Q ; K we let w denote the natural valuation of QQ
and G its value group. Let U ; G be a pure subgroup and letQ Q
T s x g Q N w x g U j ‘ .Ž . 4Q , U Q
PROPOSITION 5.9. Gi¤en any le¤el function f : N “ N, then
K 2 f Žn. ? TŽ .Q , U ngN
is a chain of ¤aluation fans.
Proof. Let T s K 2 f Žn. ? T . It follows from the definition of a leveln Q, U
Ž . Ž . Ž .function that the family T satisfies the conditions C1 ] C3 . Letn ng N
n, m g N. First note that we have
f n ? f m N f nm . 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž 2 .m Ž .Let x g K and t g T with x t g T . In order to prove C4 it isQ, U nm
sufficient to show x 2 g T . Let d be the order of x 2TU in TUrT U . Thenn nm 1 nm
d divides m and the definition of a level function therefore shows
f n ? d N f nm . 2Ž . Ž . Ž .
Now choose y g K with x 2 d g y2 f Žnm.T . Since U is a pure subgroup ofQ, U
Ž .G , 2 impliesQ
Ž .2 f nm
d2w x y g U,Q ž /
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hence
Ž .2 f nm
dy2x g y T .Q , U
2Ž .Now apply again 2 in order to derive x g T .n
Ž 2 f Žn. .Let us denote by R the real closure of the chain K T .Q, U, f U, Q ng N
Finally let
S s p g P N ’k g N f pk / 1 . 4Ž .f
The next fact is now obvious.
COROLLARY 5.10. R is a HRC-field of exact type S .Q, U, f f
Let us now describe without proof the structure of arbitrary chains
Ž . k iT s T of valuation fans. Let n g N and let n s Ł p its primen ng N i
factor decomposition. We have already mentioned that
T s T k .iFn pi
Hence it is sufficient to describe the valuation fans T k with p a prime. Letp
T s TF n
ngN
Ž .and let ¤ be the canonical valuation associated with A T . Finally let
f : N “ N : n ‹ l T .Ž .n
Now, given a prime number p there exists a p-pure subgroup U ; G andp ¤
a total order Q ; K compatible with ¤ such that
T k s K 2 f Ž p k . ? x g Q N ¤ x g U .Ž . 4p p
6. SOME REMARKS ON SIGNATURES OF FIELDS
A signature of a field K is a homomorphism
f : K* “ G
of the multiplicative group of K into some abelian group G such that
Ž . Ž w x.ker f is a valuation fan see 27 . Let us first mention some types of
signatures which are frequently used in real algebra.
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EXAMPLES 6.1. Let f : K* “ G be a signature.
Ž .  4 Ž .1 If G s 1, y1 , then ker f is a total order.
Ž . Ž . Ž w2 If G ( Zr2nZ, then ker f is an ordering of higher level see 1,
x.2 .
ÃŽ .  43 Now let G s 1, y1 = Z, where
ÃZ s lim ZrnZ.
⁄
In this situation f is called a chain signature. These signatures are
Ž w x.intimately related to the study of orderings of higher level see 26 .
A field K is called real closed with respect to a signature f if f does not
extend to a signature of a proper algebraic extension of K. For conve-
Ž wnience we state the following result due to N. Schwartz see 27, Theorem
x.8
THEOREM 6.2. A field K is real closed with respect to a signature if and
only if K is a HRC-field.
In this section we will show that ``arbitrary'' signatures are closely
related to chain signatures. To this end we have to recall several notions.
Let R be a HRC-field and let w be the canonical valuation associated
Ž 2 . Ž .with A R see Section 2 . Then R is called a generalized real closed
field if
w xG : pG F p¤ ¤
w xfor all prime numbers p. By 26, Theorem 18 , R is a generalized real
closed field if and only if R is real closed with respect to some chain
signature.
Ž .Let K be a field. A sequence a s a of preorderings a ; K isn ng N n
called an order chain if there exists a chain signature f of K such that
y1 Ã  4a s f 1 = nZ j 0Ž .n
for all n g N. Equivalently we may say that there are a generalized real
closed extension R > K and a total order Q ; R with a s K l Qn forn
all n g N. Now let Sperh K be the set of order chains of K. A subbasis for
a topology of Sperh K is given by the sets
 4D a s a s a N a g a _ 0 , a g K , n g N. 4Ž . Ž .n n n
The space Sperh K is a spectral space and it is called the real spectrum of
Ž w x.higher level of K for details see 8 .
Ž .Let L > K be a field extension and let a s a g Sperh K. Thenn
a l K s a l KŽ .n
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is an order chain of K. Hence we have a canonical map
res L : Sperh L “ Sperh K : a ‹ a l KK
and as in the case of spaces of total orders, res L is continuous.K
PROPOSITION 6.3. Let R and R9 be two algebraic HRC-extensions K. Then
R and R9 are K-isomorphic if and only if
res R Sperh R s res R9 Sperh R9 .Ž . Ž .K K
w xProof. Only the implication ¥ is not obvious. By 26, Proposition 6 we
have
R2 n s a .F n
agSperh R
Hence
R2 n l K s a l K s b l K s R92 n l K .Ž . Ž .F Fn n
agSperh R bgSperh R9
Ž .Now apply 5.1 .
Hence the isomorphism types of the algebraic HRC-extensions of K
correspond bijectively to certain proconstructible subsets of the real spec-
trum of higher level of K. In the next step we will show that the real
closure R of a signature of K is already the real closure of some product
Ž .of chain signatures, i.e., there is a family f of chain signatures of Ki ig I
such that
IÃ 4f s f : K* “ 1, y1 = ZŽ .Ł i
igI
Ž .is a signature of K and R is a real closure of K, f .
LEMMA 6.4. Let R be an algebraic HRC-extension extension of K and let
Ž .S s S R . Then there exists a signature
Ã Ip 4f : R “ 1, y1 = ZŁ p
pgS
Ž .for some I such that R, f is real closed.p
Proof. Let G be any torsion free abelian group and I s dim GrpG.Z r pZ
Then there exist isomorphisms
In nw : Grp G “ Zrp ZŽ .n
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satisfying p (w s w (p 1 , where m ) n andn, m m n n, m
I Im n 1 m np : Zrp Z “ Zrp Z , p : Grp G “ Grp GŽ . Ž .n , m n , m
 4are the obvious map. To prove this let g q pG be a ZrpZ-basis ofi ig I
 n 4 n nGrpG. Then g q p G is a Zrp Z-basis of the free module Grp G. First,i
they form a set of generators: if g g G, let g s Ýn g q pb and b s Ýr gi i i i
Ž . 2q pd . Then g s Ý n q pr g q p d and so on. Second, they are free: leti i i
Ýn g g pnG ; pG. Hence for all i we have n s pm for some m g N.i i i i i
Thus we get pÝm g g pnG and deduce that Ým g g pny1G. Iterating wei i i i
get Ýt g g pG, where the t divide the n , which is impossible since thei i i i
 4g q pG are a ZrpZ-basis of GrpG. Soi ig I
Inw r g q p G s r g ZrpZ .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Ýn i i i igI
Ž .The sequence w gives rise to a homomorphismn ng N
In n IÃw : G “ lim Grp G “ lim Zrp Z s ZŽ . p⁄ ⁄
with the two following properties:
Ž . Ž .i ker w is the largest p-divisible subgroup of G.
Ã IŽ . Ž . Ž .ii im w is a p-pure subgroup of Z since in all factors im w is notp
Ãcontained in pZ .p
Applying all this in the case G s G yields a homomorphismR
IÃf : G “ Z .ŁR p
pgS
Now let Q ; R be any total order. Then
f s sign = f (wŽ .Q R
is a signature of R. Since all extensions of R inside the algebraic closure
w xare known to be tamely and completely ramified one gets as in 27 that
Ž .R, f is real closed.
Note that the signature f constructed in the proof above is in fact a
product of chain signatures. Hence the real closures of signatures are
already determined by chain signatures.
Ž .We therefore have the following generalization of 6.2 .
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THEOREM 6.5. For a field R the following statements are equi¤alent:
Ž .1 R is a HRC-field.
Ž .2 R is real closed with respect to a product of chain signatures.
Ž .3 R is real closed with respect to a signature.
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